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Artemide Pirce LED Suspension
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Giuseppe Maurizio Scutella

Pirce LED Suspension by Artemide

This sculptural and contemporary design by Giuseppe Maurizio
Scutellà for Artemide, this is the original suspension version of
Pirce light, an extension to the existing Pirce range. Opening out
of a slim disk are fluttering spirals, which fall gently downwards,
creating magical effects of form and light in flowing twirls.

In the Pirce Suspension the lamp itself is placed in the lower dish
of the light casting illumination upwards to give indirect light
emission making this light by Artemide not only a special light
source but also a unique piece of ceiling art. This Pirce
Suspension is the original full size version of Artemide's Pirce
light. Its more impactful size makes it ideal for large feature
spaces in residential or commercial settings alike as it provides a
bold and exciting centerpiece.

The LED version of Artemide's largest Pirce Suspension light
contains an integrated LED light source. This version of the Pirce
light is available in either a white or gold finish. For the white
finish, you can chose from 2700k (warmest white light) or 3000k
(warm white light). Pirce provides upward and indirect light.

The Pirce suspension light is also available in a standard non-
LED version and in two smaller sizes: Mini and Micro. See the
rest of Artemide’s Pirce Collection.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Warmest White - 44W, 2700K, 3097 lumens
Warm White - 44W, 3000K, 3313 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Push to make/ switch dimming, dimmable using
push to make switches. Please consult your
electrician, additional wiring may be required on
site.

Dimensions: 97 cm length
94 cm width
28 cm height
70-200 cm drop
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